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1. SEE FOR YOURSELF

Although they are not a widely-known artform, except to extreme ceramophiles, nineteenth-
century European lithophanes--porcelain pictures that, when backlit, reveal images as detailed 
as engravings--have an intriguing history. Lithophanes (from the Greek litho, meaning "stone," 
and phainen, meaning "to cause to appear") were made using a procedure first patented and 
produced in France and Germany in the 1820s. But the inspiration for lithophanes may have 
roots in early Chinese porcelain.

A European Tradition
Made in a factory setting by skilled anonymous craftspeople, lithophanes began as an image 
carved in warm wax on a glass plate, which was backlit (see example on page 52). Where the 
wax was carved thinnest, more light shone through; where the wax was carved thickest, less 
light was transmitted. A plaster mold was cast from the wax, and the plaster mold was 
sometimes then cast in metal for the production of multiple molds. One- or two-piece plaster 
molds were used for pressing or slip casting porcelain multiples.

The casts were removed from the molds, and were then fired to about 2300 ° F (1260 ° C). A 
large percentage, perhaps up to 60% of these fragile porcelains, warped, slumped or cracked in 
the kiln. A typical porcelain body formula included 66% kaolin, 30% feldspar and 4% 
soapstone. Finished lithophanes are about 1/8 inch thick.

Lithophanes were produced in Austria, Belgium, Bohemia/ Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
England, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Sweden, Wales, and, to a 
far lesser extent, the United States in the 1800s. European lithophane producers were well-
known porcelain manufacturers who augmented their inventory when the popularity of these 
porcelain plaques was at its peak between 1840-1870. Manufacturers such as Wedgwood in 
England; Meissen in Dresden; and Belleek in Ireland produced lithophanes in the hundreds of 
thousands between 1844-1845. A French factory near Paris created some of the most 
outstanding nineteenth-century lithophanes marked AdT (Alexis du Tremblay). The Plaue 
Porzellan Manufaktur in Germany, which now operates as the Von Schierholz Factory, still 
produces lithophanes today, as does Herend in Hungary, and Vista Alegre in Portugal.

With their incredible attention to detail, lithophanes have been compared favorably with 
etchings or mezzotints. In fact, many lithophanes were three-dimensional porcelain copies of 
original engravings from popular journals of the day, such as Sartain's Union Magazine 
published in the mid-1800s in England.
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Some lithophanes commemorated events, such as the opening of the Eiffel Tower in 1889. 
Other popular subject matter included religious themes, portraits, Old Master paintings, genre 
scenes, stories from the Bible and popular literature.

Lithophanes appeared in various formats: plaques to be hung in windows (many with elaborate 
stained glass frames), candle shields, fireplace screens, night lights, tea warmers (or a 
combination of the two, known as veilleuse théières), match boxes, devotional pieces, bottoms 
of beer steins, mugs and cups, souvenir ornaments, erotica, lanterns, lamps and complexion 
fans. There are rare miniature lithophanes that were part of dollhouse furnishings, usually as 
fireplace screens or candle shields.

The Asian Connection
If the subjects of lithophanes were copies (in porcelain) of famous paintings, engravings, 
popular book illustrations and more, then what was the derivation of the original idea of images 
appearing in translucent porcelain? To trace the possibilities, one only has to look as far as the 
porcelain material itself. It was during the Tang dynasty (618-907 C.E.) in China that true hard-
paste porcelain was first discovered. It was not until a thousand years later that the Meissen 
Porcelain factory created their first hard-paste porcelain in Europe.

European lithophanes were first patented and/or produced nearly simultaneously in France, 
Germany and England circa 1827-1828. While there have not yet been direct discoveries of 
objects from China identical to the European lithophanes, there are some obvious connections 
between the two that suggest that, perhaps, the concept of lithophanes was influenced by 
Chinese porcelain innovation.

There are several Chinese prototypes that appear to be precursors to the European lithophanes. 
Song dynasty (960-1279 C.E.) Qingbai wares flaunted their translucency with incised, carved 
and molded designs of flowers, fish and birds. During the Ming dynasty Yongle reign 
(1403-1424) bowls as "thin as paper" were created with an hua or "secret decoration" designs, 
according to respected scholar R.L. Hobson. He stated that this work was "so thin and 
transparent that it seems to consist of glaze alone, as though the body had been pared away to a 
vanishing point before the glaze was applied."

By the mid-1700s all of Europe was enamored of Oriental objects largely seen through 
imports. European factories such as Meissen and Delft expressed this passion for Chinoiserie 
by mimicking Chinese blue-and-white porcelains. Lithophanes were not immune to the 
popularity of Chinoiserie. Lithophane plaques contained in a night light with a Japanese geisha 
reflect the obsession with "things Oriental" at the time. But the Asian influence goes well 
beyond that of Chinoiserie.

As early as 1905, lithophane investigators were making connections between Chinese ceramics 
and the lithophanes of the nineteenth century. Mrs. Willoughby Hodgson, in her tome How to 
Identify Old Chinese Porcelain, discusses the attributes of some Chinese porcelains. She 
descibes some biscuit porcelains as having the form of "little screens with landscapes in relief; 
these latter somewhat resembling those white glass or porcelain pictures that can be bought in 
Switzerland, and that we sometimes see hanging in windows, or used as lamp shades and 
candle screens, the landscape showing up when the light shines through them."

Hodgson draws a closer connection between Chinese porcelains and European lithophanes in 
her discussion of the white porcelain Blanc de Chine wares made in China, pointing out that 
these pieces were exactly copied in factories in Dresden. The term Blanc de Chine is an 



eighteenth-century French term used to designate a highly translucent Chinese porcelain made 
at Dehua in Fujian Province from the latter part of the Ming dynasty to the present day. The 
Chinese Blanc de Chine wares do have perhaps the closest connection to lithophanes and may 
be considered their true inspiration. Most of these Chinese Blanc de Chine cup, bowl and lamp 
examples date between 1650 and 1800. They were heavily imported to Europe in the late 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Dresden, Meissen made Dehua-type cups, teapots and 
more. Other factories in England and France also mimicked the Chinese Blanc de Chine or 
Dehua porcelains. Not co-incidentally, lithophanes were created at some of these same 
European factories in the early nineteenth century.

Created during the same era as the Chinese Blanc de Chine were other Chinese porcelains with 
designs of writhing dragons carved so finely that only glaze supports the dragon image (see 
"Dragon and Clouds Bowl," page 49). These Imperial wares, and the aforementioned Blanc de 
Chine wares, date to the eighteenth century, thereby predating the invention of lithophanes in 
Europe in the 1820s.

While the technical and aesthetic inspiration for lithophanes can be found in Chinese porcelain, 
the exact relationship between the two remains somewhat elusive. Those who study "things 
Chinese" like to joke that there are Chinese origins for everything: porcelain, the fast-moving 
potters wheel, fireworks, the invention of paper, and old adages ("Confucius says…"). Now, 
all that is needed is to find that "missing link" between lithophanes and China: an actual 
lithophane plaque made in China prior to the 1820s.

Elaborations on these lithophane themes will be detailed in the upcoming book on the subject 
by this author, available in early 2008.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
Founded by lithophane collector Laurel Blair, The Blair Museum of Lithophanes in Toledo, 
Ohio, has the largest collection of lithophanes in the world; more than 2340 as of 2006. It is 
open year-round by appointment and seasonally May-September on weekends. For more 
information about the Blair Museum of Lithophanes, visit www.lithophanemuseum.org.

PHOTO (COLOR): This miniature lithophane was created for a doll house, but they were also 
produced at sizes large enough to serve as fireplace screens.

PHOTO (COLOR): Comparing the unlit and backlit lithophane to the right reveals the magic of 
the Victorian porcelains.

PHOTO (COLOR): Qing dynasty bowl with dragon in cloud motif, porcelain, 6 1/2 in. (17 
cm) in diameter, from the collection of the Flint Institute of Arts, gift of Thelma C. Foy.

PHOTO (COLOR): This nightlight with a Geisha motif is an example of how the eighteenth-
century European fascination with "things Oriental" influenced lithophane production.

PHOTO (COLOR): Two-piece plaster slip-cast mold featuring Mary Queen of Scotts.
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By Margaret Carney, Dr.
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